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In the last issue of the Libra, an editorial appeared that
informed students that a committee of freshmen had been or¬

ganized to combat campus apathy, This committee was sup¬
posed to put some plans into effect that would hopefully en¬
courage freshman participation in campus organizations. It
was decided that these plans would be put into effect the
first week back from vacation, yet, nothing has happened,
For some reason, this committee was unable to pull any of
its ideas off, I spoke with the chairwoman of the committee,
and she mumbled something to the effect that none of the co¬
mmittee members attended the final planning meeting. That's
really something! A committee to combat apathy that's too
apathetic to hold a meeting!

Senate Bureaucracy
Senate meeting, after the usual
concerning potholes in the parking lot,
arguing about whether a point of order was actually

At

a

recent

By Don Curan
and Tom Schultz

QUESTION: Do you par

ticipate in

campus act¬

why?

ivities; if not,

Again (?) Like Father

Student

convernation''
and

the budget

decided to discuss

point of order,
Senate
proposed by the Libra,

a

Some history of the proposal is in order here: at a meet¬
ing prior to this one, the additional allocation of Libra was
first proposed, A motion was made by Hank Weidlich that the
Libra be informed by the end of the week on whether or not
it would recieve the money. As this issue goes to press, the

Libra has still not been so informed.
When I raised the question of why the Finance Committee
did not even meet, it took 3 or 4 Senators and Scott Kleinman to tell me, basically, "'Who knows?" Indeed, who does

Apparently not Senate.
example is only too typical of the problems involved
in getting something done through our student government.
Student Senate can only be as effective as the people invol¬
know?

This

ved.
If

are

we

sincere about

our concern

of effective self-gov¬

ernment, then the most responsible way to voice this concern
is by becoming familiar with the candidates for next term's
Senate and

voting in the campus elections on April 14. The

choice is left to YOU

the students.

Views From One Of The Doers
When 1 was appointed to the
position of Co-chairman of the
Ad Hoc Committee on Campus
Apathy, I could forsee the chaos
that was to follow. After telling
almost every organization who
was
to be represented at the
meeting, the chairman and I sat
back and hoped our plan to
combat
the
"Star-Treker's"
would work. It went over like a
nauseated blowfish. What a joke
it was when I sauntered into
Sanford No. I on Tuesday night
and saw only a few apathetic

followers. Among those present
were our Senate President and a
few assorted Senators, All in all,
"we" decided to cancel our

apathetic plans to have Dorm
meetings. (A Dorm meeting in
this

case

that

means

all

organizations
would have
representitives come down to
the lounges of each Dorm and
give
speeches telling why
freshman
should
join their
particular organization.) Instead,
the meetings will be held a week
later (the date is not set at the
time) so that the telephone
committee can again try to get
our
organization Presidents
interested enough to care about
the good old Tech.

Have

of you wondered
"What has become of

any

recently

-

the

anti-war
and
peace
movements?
What
are
those

young

people,

adamantly

who

against

were

the

so

war,

doing? Where have
they gone?1 The answer lies in
the 'recently discovered' major
crisis,
presently facing our
presently

nation. It is the

case

of mankind

polluting the air he breathes, the
water he

The

drinks, and the land he

lives on.
Last October, a Viet Nam
Mortorium
took
place,

encompassing more than 500
colleges
and
universities
throughout the United States,
for the expressed purpose of
"encouraging all concerned and

Just

outcry

was

Capitol

in

the scheduled

to

prior

December
Moritorium,

Nam

Viet
an

ever-so-faint

heard, from the
Washington, D.C.,
industries

about

certain

were

polluting

our

who

natural

strange that

resources.

It

out of our

nations' capitol a new

seems

and important topic should arise
just when the Peace movement
within the country is starting to
get
fully organized. This
problem of pollution has lain
dormant for many years, except
in small and individual law suits.
Why all of a sudden this great
concern
on
the part of the

one

Federal administration over an
issue
that, in the past, was
considered something that you
didn't talk about.

day for peace out of 364 days of
organized
violence". This

Towards Earth Day
Within the last three to four

endeavour went over with great
success.
The following month,

months, the energies of a great

November, the moritorium got

women
seem
to
have
been
recircuited
away
from the
anti-war
demonstrations,
and
towards something that would
cause the Nixon administration
less of a headache. This is where

worried citizens to dedicate

less of a build-up and publicity
and so didn't receive all of the
active support that the previous
months' campaign had. Finally
in December, it seemed that a

good many people who had
prior demand an end to the war
in
Viet
Nam
went
into
hibernation and so tried to evade
the peace issue.

number

of

young

men

and

Farth-Day. April 22, fits into the
picture.
Fart h- Days
primary
purpose isto create a situation
under which people of all ages

War

i"m in Tri—At and
don't

enjoyed by all who attend.

more

participate in other
time

to

sum

get

my

work done.

Lotz

I'm in the Pirates and
I love it—I do not part —

any other act¬
ivities because the Pirate

icipate in
are

always having

blast
To

I

activities because I need

of

organizations are
hereby
requested
to
attend
a
Semi-formal meeting this coming
Monday night. It will be held in

Out

George Redford-

John
Presidents

All

Farrel Hall, in rooms A and B, at
7:30 dull. A fine time will be

"Airing

John

George

or

a

beer

sports.

this up. thanks alot

pseudo-college kids. Thank
can get together and engage in a
all very much for backing a
dialog concerning the problems freshman sponsored plan. I am a
that are presently facing our freshman and I'm proud of our
nations' waterways, air and land. apathy. Because here at the old
you
you

Furthermore it is supposed to
stimulate and spur citizens into
action against those people or

there
ain't
much
of
anything else that everyone can
honestly feel together about.

Tech

companies
that
are
contaminating the very essentials
of

existance.
But what after Earth-Day?
Will there be a follow-up on it or
will the 'Great White Father' in
our

Scotr

Washington come up with some
new
issue so as to keep our
minds off of Viet Nam and the

military
presently

not

April 3, 1970

escalation that is
occuring throughout

all of Southeast Asia. Both of
these issues are very important:

only to

our

nation but to

the world as well.
The
question now rises:
'Which must take preference?
The immediate end to needless

Susan

LIBRA

Editor-in-Chief

,

-

J.

Jerry Rice
Yarrington

Kevin Bakewell
M. Dink^
Steve Tilzer

Sports Editor
Business Mgr. St. James Richards
killing of men? or putting an end Layout Editor
Rick Michel
to
a
self-imposed, man-made Cirrculation Mgr.
Tom Ratcliff
torture device, pollution, that
Faculty Advisor _Mr. R. Cardoza
will slowly but surely envelope
and
ultimately kill all of
The Libra is published weekly
mankind?' You must make your
decission TODAY, because if by the students of Delhi Tech.
Opinions herein are those of stu¬
you don't there
may be no
dents, and do not necessairly
tomorrow for you to postpone

McGulI icudd\/

I do not

John Brent

-

Associate Editor

Assistant Editor
News Editor
Features Editor

Scott

in school

participate

activities be—

the school does not
offer the activities that I
cause

am

interested in.

—

...

your

choise till.
Wayne T. McCabe

reflect those of the Administra¬

tion, Faculty or Staff.

L

Susan Gold-

Yes—I'm
cheif justice
court

„

a

in

senior and

student
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Disenchanted Students Circulate Lodge Petition
Sometime

November,
Senate

during last
1969,
Student

informed

was

that

the

picnic grounds, that is presently
used
by students for parties
during nice weather, was soon to
become part of the college farm
complex. It was at this point
that

Senate

President

Scott

Reynolds,

Students; Mr. Higgins, Business

presently left). Of this remaining
sum of money $1 2,000-$ 14,000
is now slated to go towards the
act as a substitute for the lost construction
of the building,
'grounds'. To finance this newly with the remainder of the funds
thought-up lodge, one must look held in reserve so as to cover any
back four years to a Student unforeseen
expences. With a
Senate
that
set
aside
some
parcel of land (that only God
$27,000 (of which $20,000 is and Scotty know exactly where
it is) having been donated to the
students
for
this
project,
Kleinman

President

is

legal
Mr.
Fredricks, Construction Division
professor and architectural
advisor on the project, and Scott
Kleinman, President of Student
Senate. During a recent Senate
meeting when questioned why
he is the only student on the
committee that is looking into
an all student project he replied

also

that

the students for free labor.
It wasn't until three months
later that Scott Kleinman saw fit

poll the general student body
(during the week of Feb. 2,
1970.) At this time only two
articles had appeared in the
LIBRA and hadn't been able to

without having any previous
knowledge of the topic, the
students were asked to give their
approval to a project that would
surely drain every bit of that

about the lodge, you
might find many asking where it
is supposed to be?, who is going
to finance it (upkeep, etc.)?,
how many people will it be able
to hold?, what are going to be
the arrangements for reserving it
for an organization? These and
many other questions same to be
endlessly being posed by the
campus

Senate now owns. The
results of the paper ballot were
89.5% in
favor and
10.5%
reserve

against. The only drawback was
that less than 50% of the overall
student body cast ballots.
An Ad-Hoc Lodge Committee

Wayne McCabe circulates petition.

place on more than a thousand
college campuses April 22 offers
dramatic
hope that
further
destruction of our planet may be
stopped, according to Senator
Gaylord Nelson (D., Wis.), the
man
who started the project
rolling.
Writing in the April Reader's
Digest, Sen. Nelson recalls that
he first proposed the national
environmental

teach-ins

in

a

speech at Seattle last fall.
"We expected the response to
be good," he writes. "It has been
tremendous. A thousand colleges
and universities are expected to
participate, along with hundreds
of high schools; civic groups,
garden clubs, the League of
Women Voters and conservation

organizations have also offered
helping hand to make the day

a

the
movement
to
protest further
damage to the environment "has
produced a series of small
miracles in college communities
across the nation." University of
Illinois students pulled 30 tons
of refuse from

Champaign

a

creek

campus.

says,

near

the

Washington,

D.C. law students brought legal
action
recently to force the
transit
authority
to
reduce

pollution from its buses. Texas
University students managed to
save

some

university
down.

trees

that

the

had planned to cut

Students

at

the

State

University
of New
York
prevented the bulldozing of a
50-acre marsh on the edge of the
campus. All of these "miracles"
have
been
accomplished
peacefully, the Senator notes.
While local projects will form
the major focus of the April 22
Teach-ins, Sen. Nelson suggests
that the

concerns

voiced

on

lead

may

ultimately

"some radical changes in
national habits."
"Are
we
prepared,

example,

to

that

Not
only
is
this
disenchantment running through
the student body but it has also
filtered into the Senate. At the
last Senate meeting (Tuesday,
March 31,) it seemed that many
Student Senators are starting to

Dramatists

modifications in our system to
reverse the dissastrous trend...to

dispose of disposable bottles...to
levy some kind of tax to assure
thatjunk cars are collected and
recycled...to say to the oil
companies that they must not1
drill
offshore...to
develop a
land-use policy, to say, 'You
must not destroy anymore'?"
The Teach-ins will help to
dramatize these questions. But
April 22 will be a success only if
it
sparks
"a
national
commitment to do something,"
Sen. Nelson writes.

for this is that the Senators were
informed that it would have to
be
written
into the Student
Senate
Constitution
that
all
future Senates would have to

financially support this lodges'
Furthurmore

maintanance.

shocking realization that
of

the

student

musical direction of Mr. Donald
O. Shaver, the head of Delhi

present "On A Clear Day You

The
members of the
feature:
As
"Daisy",

Can See Forever" as their spring
musical for 1970. The musical

play by Alan Jay Lerner with
music by Burton Lane will be
presented on five consecutive
nights starting Tuesday, April
21-Saturday, April 25 at 8 p.m.

money, many organizations are
going to have a hard time
making it through he'remainder

of the academic year.
Petition Gotten Out
It
wasn't
until
Wed.
afternoon (April 1st) that two
Student Senators got together
and
started
circulating a

petition.

Wayne

McCabe

national

protests,

several

draft

boards

forced to close their doors
at the threat of demonstrations
and there were major protests in
were

some

surprising places.

The mostly peaceful protest
became more disruptive when
demonstrators marched on the

Safeway Supermarket and other
stores
to
protest the
exploitation of American grape
workers. Some grapes and grape
products in the stores were
food

smashed.
Further anti-war and draft
action is expected April 13-18,
as
the New Mobilization and
Student
Mobilization
Against
the War launch their spring

offensives,

which

include a
April 15.

national student strike

of

O'Connor
Hall
and
Bill
Schneider
of College
Union,

using the

same

forms

as

did the

candidates for Seante offices, are

calling for a referendum to be
placed on the ballet of April
14th (when the
Senate and
Union elections will take place)
stating to the effect "Are you in
favor of the Lodge Project as
proposed by
the Student
Senate?" "We want it to be in

a

simple "yes or no' type of
question so that anybody who
votes on election day will be
able to understand it and be able
to
cast
his
or
her
vote

accordingly" stated
McCabe recently.

Senator

So no
matter
what your
convictions
are
towards
the

lodge, get out and VOTE on
April 14th. It is the only way
that Your
heard.

voice

will

College's music department.
cast

Amy

D'Angelo, Norwich; "Mark",
Esposito,
Levittown;
Muriel",
Sue
Lawson,
East

John

Aurora;

''Warren

O'Donnell, Andes;
Tim Spies, Verona.

ever

be

are

filled.

until
Tickets

them, also has flashbacks to the
life she knew before, eighteenth
century England, and the love
she knew before, a rather, in
fact, very amorous painter of
score

includes

such

the theme song,

"On
Day You Can See
Forever", "Melinda", and "She
Wasn't
You", all under the
as

Members of

Jim

the

cast

Whitney
Burlingame,
Cincinnatus;
Michael Finneran, New Lisbon;
Yvonne Alexander, Woodridge;

be picked up in person
prior to the performance in Mr.
William
Cambpell's office,
Farrell Hall, or at least one-half
hour prior to the performance at
the gate. All tickets not claimed
one-half hour to performance
time will be on open sale at the
gate.
Directed
by
William
Campbell, the play revolves
around Daisy Gamble, a girl,
who, as well as possessing the
strange power of being able to
make flowers grow by talking to

that era.
The
numbers
A
Clear

,

"Edward",

Other members of
and chorus include:

may

(CPS)--Although

in dire

need of extra financial assistance
from Senate. Without a small
amount out of this vast sum of

in Farrell Hall Little Theater.
Tickets will be available
by
reservation only at $2.00 per

reservations

Anti-Draft Week turned out to
be a period of mostly minor

are

Prepare Musical Comedy

DELHI-The College Players,
State University Agricultural and
Technical College at Delhi, will

Monday-Friday

Week, Weak

the

many

activities,

including the LIBRA,

person
by calling 746-4216
between
1-5
p.m.,
beginning
March 31, and subsequent weeks

Draft

Anti

of
the

twice about this entire
project. One 67"the main causes
think

GET YOUR TICKETS NOW

for
economic

make

normal
breakdown
communications
between
Student SenateV' '

to
our

a

success."

Already, the Senator

day

Cardoza, Assistant Dean of
Students; Mr. Whitten, Plant
Facilities Coordinator at Delhi
Tech; Mr. Duncan, Construction
Division Chairman; Mr. Mosqua,
Vo-Ed Division Chairman; Mr. T.
Mr.

the

that
so many students seem to have
about the lodge? Could it be the

possibility
and technical
problems encountered in the
carrying out of the construction

Teach - Ins Planned
For Earth Day
The massive "Teach-In on the
Environment" scheduled to take

students. What could be
cause of this uneasy feeling

Senate by its'
look into the

of
such
a
monument.
The
members of the committee are

had

on the panel.
Disenchantment With Proposal
If you talk to a majority of
the students on the Delhi Tech

so,

to

student

qualified to be

any detailed information
for the students to base an
educated judgement upon. And

President

other

President Kleinman had stated
that no other student was really

supply

in

no

enought time to donate to this
committee. Had Scotty in the
past,
in reality, ever asked
anyother student? In actuallity
at previous meetings of Senate,

to

formed

of

Division
instructor
and
advisor to
this project;

counting heavily on help from

was

Associate

Dean

Kleinman conceived the idea of

building a structure on a small,
nearby, plot of land that would

College Players reherse play,

April 3, 1970
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Candidates Announced at Senate
At Senate, March 31, Pre¬

sident Kleinman
the

names

for

next

announced

of the candidates

Executive

years

Board of Senate. The candid¬
ates are: President - Phil

Curley,
Dave Italiiander,
Lynn Mallery, Ted Michels,
RaySchrier; Vice-President Larry Kovaly, Bob Martini,
Mary Nelan: Secretary Debbie Hulszier; Treasurer Kirk Braun, Tony Sylakow-

ski;

Chief Justice

-

James

Hoyes, Pete Schmitt.
Elections

will

reported

the CADI Board

on

of Directors

Meeting. CADI
discussed salary increases
and also room and board in¬
for September 1970.

creases

The

to have each user pay a
$4 greens fee on weekdays
and a $6 greens fee on week¬
or

ed

on at

answered several questions
concerning the lodge. And
Later, a motion was made to
place the lodge proposel on
the April 14 ballot. The mo¬

compar¬

ed with the increases other

colleges

are

planning.

The tentative administra¬
calendar for next year
was
also presented. Any
tive

was

ruling challenged, and

defeated.

be made at the next

8:00AM to
8:00PM. On May 5, the new

ate

meeting and

be taken.

quorum.

executive board will take
office.
All
organizations
should also elect their sena¬

Senate
also discussed
whether to pay $1875 for stu¬

was

tors

from

for

next

year

dents

use

of the

sen¬

a vote will

golf

course

Before

a

vote

could be taken, however,
several
sentators
walked

can

14,

ruled out of order,

tion

the

held

April

meeting.

may go up as much as $100

suggestions for improvement

be

the Senate

President Kleinman also

this is

leaving

out,

The

less

than

only announcement

the Sunday night movie,
is "Cat Ballou" at 6 & 8.

The co-ed dorm proposel

Discussion

on

the Generation

is

already to go before the
College Council on April 25.
The
open dorm proposal,
however, seems to have dis¬
appeared.
President Kleinman also

Delhi
will

offer

--

a

Delhi College
series of six

beginning Wednes¬
day, April 8, titled, "Parent,
Child and Society: Roles in

Tourist

Conflict". The discussions
will be held in San ford Hall
#118 at 7:30 p.m., State Uni¬

Industry
To Be Assessed
DELHl-One
hundred
five
students of the "Tourism"' class
in
the
Division
of
Motel,
Restaurant
and
Institutional

(CPS)--The American Medical
Association
has
launched
an
attack on
marijuana, sending
radio stations across the country

"public service message" which
marijuana's use "can lead to
slavish
physical addiction to
other drugs."
a

says

The announcement has been

attacked

by

professor

a

Dr. Joel Fort, a
the University of
California as "a distorted, unfair,
misleading statement which will
lead to more and more drug use
by young people who again
realize they are being lied to in a
hypocritical fashion."
The
public
service
announcement,
which radio
stations
are
asked
to
play
without
payment,
reads as

versity Agricultural and Tec¬
hnical College at Delhi.
Howard Held, the discus¬
sion leader, stated today,
"Conflict in our society is
receiving the greatest am¬
ount of emphasis today. Dis¬

lege, also in New York City.

indicate

of the pres¬

and how to cope with

sures

the

some

conflicting pressures."

Mr. Held is a psychiatric
social worker for the Dela¬
ware

County Mental Health

Clinic. Mr. Held
ted at

was

educa¬

City College of New

Mr. Held has had extensive

in

social

work

for

the U.S. Army and the
Lower Manhattan After-Care
Clinic.
Mr.
Held may be
heard daily on Station WDLA
in

Walton,

"Stimulating'-mind
expanding-safer to use than
alcohol-it's the in thing-the
hula hoop of the jet generation
and as much a part of growing
up as smoking corn silk behind
the

back

Such

fence.

are

along with Dr.

Bernard Kalina, psychiatrist
for
the Delaware County
Clinic.
The program is open to
the public and a fee will be
charged for the series.

The facts

weed.

are

otherwise.

Marijuana is an intoxicating,
psychologically addicting,
mind-muddling drug. Its use can
lead to slavish physical addiction
to
other drugs. Furthermore,
there is recent data indicating
the

that

continued

use

Fort,
a
physician who
specializes in drug abuse and
public health, is the author of a
recent book called The Pleasure

Crisis, Youth
He said the
was
a
' public

Seekers: The Drug
and
Society.
announcement

disservice"

The AMA, contacted by CPS,
they had put out
the
announcement,
then

at first denied

conceded they had but
to discuss its accuracy.

Saying

the

refused

announcement

full of "scare words," Fort
said
the
announcement
will
was

"impair communication between
people and their parents
through fostering ignorance and

young

SNEAKERS
Ladies $2.99

Mens $4.99

source

Mens LOAFERS and BUCKLED SHOES

are

assigned to each of the nineteen
towns
of
Delaware
County.
They
will conduct
personal

Ladies LOAFERS

members

of

the

of

the

Ph: 746-2647

Clothing Store

individual

operations. These questionnaires
will
be
picked up by the
students

$9.95

STEWART'S

Delaware

County Chamber of Commerce
pertaining
to
specific
information

-

$6.99

76 Main St.,

backgrounds of the specific
towns. They will be particularly
interested in numbers of people
employed
in
tourism-related
businesses
and
legislation
pertaining to this field.
Questionnaires are being sent
to

-

DELHI B00TERY

interviews of various age groups,
and make inquiries concerning
the
historical
and
industrial

during the last week of

April. They will then compile
answers a
profile of
County. "Tourism" as
a specific field of study is a new
concept of only the past five
years.
Only three four-year
colleges in the country offer a
program in tourism.
from the
Delaware

The

course

University

at

State

Agricultural and
College at Delhi.

Technical
Division of Hotel, Restaurant
and Institutional Management, is
the first at the two-year college
level. Information gathered by
this research will be available to
members
of
the
Delaware

County Chamber of Commerce.

"Home of Good Clothes"
SO WHAT'S WRONG

WITH A LITTLE CHEATIN' AS LONG AS WE'RE A FAMILY THAT

PRAYS

TOGETHER

of

marijuana might lead to mental

fear."

the

the

myths
concerning
marijuana-myths that lull
thousands of young people into
experimenting with the noxious

feeling-not fumigating. A public

and the

experience

follows:

service announcement from the
American Medical Association."

York and holds a master of
social work from Hunter Col¬

society have an up¬
setting effect on the indivi¬
dual's ability to make ration¬
al decisions. We hope, thr¬
ough these discussions, to

Not To Smoke

disorders in some individuals.
The human brain, after all. is too
vital an organ to be used as a
tinker toy
for experimenting
with
drugs. It's made
for

agreement between parents
and children and the parent

planned
development, and its potential
of income to the area.
Five
to
six
students

or

Gap

Management will be going out
into Delaware County townships
to acquire an
"inventory" of
tourist industry operations and
peripheral businesses. "Tourism"
deals
with
the
traveler; his
areas,

To Smoke

Programs To Be Offered
programs

economic effect in
methods
of
its

a

before

May 5.

[

ends. This will also be vot¬

price of meal tickets

next year. However,
not excessive when

THE MARIJUANA QUESTION

PHONE: 746-2254

85 Main Street.

Delhi, N.Y. 13753
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STRAIGHT FROM THE HEAD

Introspect Untitled
Life is just full
Of overpowering

disillusions....

Candle burn brightly—tell me thy
secrets what is in thy light?
Shades
of green
beckon to

yellow

'

The
green is back. Enter it cries.
Silently ever so silently it fades,
leaving only-Ah there it is
again.
Its beauty will last forever.

Orange-orange morsels,
Contained (God help us)
Lemon-yellow,

4 ON T HE FLOOR

I am forever me.
Who is me?
I don't know. I am merely an
observer of the rites.
Bethann McKinley

Raspberry-red,
And,

Orange-orange morsels
same

the

this world. It is unreal.
It is not for such as you.

And,

Of all the

but

cry

no--stay where
give not thy love to

says

you are,

Raspberry-red,
,

they

me-enter

Why,
Just last night,
1 learned
That my box of Trix,
With lemon-yellow,

Insurance

flavor.

I wonder

Super

If the rabbit knows?
TKS
FROM TH E

LEFT-

Racism

Contagious

by Gary Coffel
I

walked

down

desolete,

a

ot the nation. My question
How can Black meet White

is:
or

black night. I smiled at certain
strange passersby
and they

White
there

smiled

completely different cultures
when a polarization is all that
continues? It may be absurd to

back.

friendly

as

1

tried

be

to

I could. I met

as

girl

a

and loved her that night. That is
all I remember.
I talked with a few people
afterwards and they could not
remember a thing. But when I
looked up, the sun was still in its

right position but the sky was
black. Immediately 1 deduced
that the Revolution had
.

I

come...

lost for verbal contact

was

and I

longed for human people
to stop an insane genocide. I
hoped that I would have the
chance to interrupt the war and
spread some sky around. But all
1

could

Hence,

do

1

was

stir

clouds.

expired

was

by

a

a

Black?
basis

How

for

can

two

strange neighbor is and
Furthermore, let the Sun (Son)

up

manner.

I don't

care

-

or

first

place. Some companies have
that they will
new
policy
holders who are buying muscle
gone as far to say
not
insure
any

know, these cars are among the
more expensive models as far as
initial
purchase prices are

cars

concerned. Insurance on them
also has been on the high side,
but
not
usually outrageous.

However,

insurance rates for
1970 muscle cars may approach
what most will consider to be
the
"outrageous" category. that is, if they can find a
insure them in the

company to

in 1970. And of

can't finance

course

a new car

you

without

having insurance first. The whole
bit can be pretty disheartening.
The president of one of the
nation's
largest
insurance
companies recently stated that
his company would be raising
the rates 50%

"motorized

expected

what he terms
missiles".
It
is

on

that

other
leading insurance companies will
many

The College Union
Presents

questions. Perhaps I am afraid of
truth,
perhaps I am brave
enough but stupid enough to
admit
my
own
ignorant
prejudice. "Perhaps" are such a
long verbal disease, quite
terminal, I might add. The
person
who can justify his
"Whitey" and "Nigger" calling is
just as sick as the ignorant one.
If you who are reading this
article, if you can sense and feel
my vibes
please respond in
some

bleach out your isolationism.
The awareness of prejudice is
in Delhi as well as all other parts

be

cars

whatever you choose to call
them - may be in for more than
a
little bit of trouble. As you

members of either race to even
think about what I am saying
and
decide
to
answer
my

Z-blast and now die to tell you
this: Dig what you are, not what
your

meet

muscle

cars,

Rates Soar

"CAT BALLOW"
6:00 & 8:00 pm

talk to as long as you open
your • caged brains to your
own
bad feelings about other
Human people. I've said my

Sunday, April 6
In The Little Theater

piece and I'll leave it all up to
you.

Praise For Nixon, ABM Defended
war on

Mr. Gary Coffel, obviously an
intelligent and concerned young
man,
presented some very
interesting viewpoints in his
"Pray for tfixon" article in the
March 6 issue of "Libra".
I would like to take issue
with some of his comments
made in that column. Primarily.
I was upset at the way he
inferred that President Nixon
vetoed the HEW bill to finance
the ABM installation. If I may
be so bold as to suggest that,
while Mr. Nixon did indeed veto
the PRESENTED VERSION of
the HEW proposal, he did make
it very clear that he would be in
favor of an increase in HEW

funds, but to a lesser degree than
originally proposed.
Simultaneously, 1 feel Mr.
Coffel

failed

to

indicate

the

One

major

issue

with

(as far

disagree

nation, instilled in them
of

I

would
Mr.

as

means

to

protect our country.

to

perfect it.
Since

Mr.

Coffel

used

and

of

able

to

leaders,

himself for

say

To benefit most by this, we
woufd require time and money

feeling

complacency

prepare

ourselves

necessary

the

world
that
do

the

a

nationalism

ethnocentricism, and eventually,

is
concerned) is the
importance of the ABM systems.
With weapons systems increasing
almost
daily
in
their
sophistication, it seems to be
imperative that we provide

Coffel

with

intense

through

inflation.

destroyed

was

a world war
so very much. I

not
contend
that
Communist
Chinese

the
are

preparing to launch such an
offensive, but I hardly think we
can

afford to be

so

blase

as to

"...we are being warned of a
menace
that plainly does not
exist." perhaps not right at this
moment.
Perhaps not in five
years, or even ten. But we can
never,
repeat, never, allow

analogies in his column, I would

ourselves to be foiled into

like to make use of that
form. The only exception being
that
theology 1 would draw is
between the present state ot

of utter

affairs, and that which existed
almost forty years ago. A former

completely distasteful situation

also

corporal succeeded in
revitalizing a
tired, beaten
Austrian

study

of accidents

why
should

out

an

so-called
I can't

insurance

concern

itself

with

discouraging the appeal of
something that the public
evidently wants so bad. It's one
thing to base insurance costs on
statistics, but quite another to
do

it

under

the

idea

of

"protecting the public". Along
these
same
lines, a senator
serving as chairmen of a
sub-committee
conducting
hearings on rising auto repairs
said

it

should

be

the

responsibility of the auto
industry,
the
insurance
companies and the government
"to

make
our

we do not feed
interstate
highway

sure

with

instruments

that

almost amount to instruments of
violence if not used wisely."
Now that appears to be a rather
ridiculous statement. What does
how much horsepower you car
has have to do with "if not used

wisely";

Should we outlaw
because, "if not used
wisely", they start forest fires?
matches

you

imposed on the
Department of Defense by the
President, in keeping with his

figure

company

system

who

drastic cutbacks

three-year

which
involved
the
"motorized
missies"

into

FROM THE RIGHT

By J ohn Jckes

follow in the footsteps of this
The reason for this increase
is said to be determined from a
one.

a

state

complacency.

I would take bitter offense at
Mr.
Coffel's
description of
President
Nixon. Inheriting a

from a former administration,
Mr.
Nixon
has
made
such

positive

political

and

strategic

moves
that I feel meaningful
negotiations and perhaps even
peace, are not far off. I would
advise,
however, that
the

There

are

some

insurance

companies that base their
premiums on an individual's
driving record. Most companies
do not. They just consider what
kind of car you drive, your age
bracket and what area you drive
in, and base the premiums
accordingly. Rates will vary
according
to
different
circumstances, but I have heard
of figures such as $600 and
$700. And of course this is each
and every year. You can imagine
the second thoughts someone
would have when he goes in to

purchase a new muscle car for
$4000. He plans on
fulfillment of these moves will financing it for three years, so he
take
time, and this requires tacks on another $500. Now, on
utmost patience on our part.
top of all this, he realizes he will
have to pay $1800 to $2100 for
A final observation. Through
for
the years since World War II, the insurance
the
three-year
world
has
witnessed
Suddenly he realizes,
many period.
"Where
will
I
blatant aggressions on the part
get
almost
of
the
Communist
Bloc
$7,000"? This might turn him
countries that merely to list around and start thinking about
them would take the space of some plain ordinary car.
Not to push the panic button,
this column. When one reviews
the attitude of many Americans but I know I'm not the only one
to
profusely apologize for concerned with this very real
alleged "aggressions", it would problem. If things continue in
be noteworthy to view the list of the direction that is indicated,
those countries, once free and and remedial steps of some kind
self-determining, who have fallen are not taken, 1970 could be the
under
the
for
yoke
of
the beginning of the end
Communist aggressor, while we supercars as we know them. I
have been content to sit back certainly hope not. I feel there is
and watch them go.
definitely a place for them.
say,

Rus Schmidt
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Indians Assert
By ED KINNEDY

tederal

and MARTY WHITE

gesture

College Press Service
(CPS)-Alcatraz
been

never

Island

kind

the

has

of place

for any
voluntarily.
Long before 1933 when the
United
States Department of

people

flock

reason--at

lease not

to

Justice
converted
maximum security

into

it

a

prison, the
"Rock," as it is affectionately
known, was a Spanish fortress as
well
as
a
depository for
undesirables.
With the arrival of the Civil

War,

the

United
States
compelled to
of the cave
dungeons which the Spaniards
had
generously bequeathed.
Government felt
take
advantage

Sam found the Rock an
location
for
military

Uncle
ideal

prisoners. When the war ended,
the military decided to hang on
the island since it was felt
that it would be a smashing
home for deviant soldiers who
to

prison-a

infamous reminder of what used
to be-that is, before the Indians
landed.
The occupation of Alcatraz,
which began on November 20th
when about 200 Indians landed,
marked a reversal of tactics.
Since
Europeans
began

countless

brutally

thieving,
murdering savage,
pagan in religion, racially stupid
except for a kind of animal
cunning. Such a person has no
rights; the only good Indian is a

others

of

develop

the

across

passage
of the Mansfield
amendment to the Voting Rights
Bill which would allow 18 year
old to vote in all elections after

January 1 1971.
The bill

now

goes

to the

representatives

The bill now goes to the
House of Representatives. If the
House refuses to agree to the
Senate amendment, as expected,
the question will be left to a
House-Senate
Conference
Committee
whose
chairman,

Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.)
has vowed to "fight like hell" to
Rep.

kill the bill.
Since
Celler,

as
House
Judiciary Committee chairman,
will appoint a majority of the
House
conferees, it can be
expected they will not be
sympathetic to the idea of
lowering the voting age.
Although
the
Senate
overwhelmingly
passed the
Mansfield
amendment,
its
conferees are not expected to be
much more dispos M toward the
18 year old vote, loth Senators
James Eastland (D-Miss.), the
Judiciary Committee chairman
and Roman Hruska (R-Neb.),
the ranking Republican, voted
with the minority on the motion
to table, and therefore kill, the
Mansfield
amendment.
The
motion lost by a vote of 21-62.
Senator Mansfield conceded

there

would

difficulty"
past
the
seemed

be

"some

in getting the bill

conference.

more

certain,

Celler

saying

of

with
the

the white
continent."
so

long

a

man

The

tactic of

the white man, has now been
used on behalf of the Indian.
Richard Oakes, leader of the

Indians, is the chairman of the
Student Council of American
Natives at San Francisco State

College. A descendent of the
Eastern Mohawks, Oakes gave up
a $300 a week construction
job
in Rhode Island to go to San
Francisco State. Since November
20th,
Oakes
has
lived
on
Alcatraz with his wife and five
children and representatives of
numerous
tribes
from

throughout the country.
Quite simply, the Indians
wish to establish Alcatraz as a
cultural center where Indians
would come from *all over the

country
to
learn
in
an
atmosphere
"...of
mutual,
interest and antonomy." What's
more,
according to & treaty
concluded between the Sioux
the
United
States
Government (April 29, 1868),
the Indians may receive land
which has been abandoned by
and

the government.

ECOLOGY SERIES:

Air Polution And Your Car

settlers

considered that the
Indians might have some rights

seriously
the

to

land.
a

It

was

easier

(CPS)-Air pollution is like
weather-everyone talks
it, but no one does
anything about it. What can you
do about it? After all, it's those
giant factory smokestacks that
make our air dirty.
Let's take an imaginary ride
in the facily car (in a recent
survey, most Americans indicate

to

the
about

picture of the lying,

"Come

hell or high water I'm
going to accede to it, and
I'm
sure
that
my
fellow

not

conferees

from

the

House

that
their
recreation

Mansfield said "I think they
have earned the vote, and earned
it far better than many of us in
this chamber."

agree."
on

Debate on the bill centered
its constitutionality, which

all
the

agreed

SUPPORT TO LOWER

doubtful, since
leaves voting
q ualifications
to
the states.
If the bill were passed, the
was

VOTING AGE

constitution

LACKS STRENGTH

Constitutional defense would be
based on the theory that since
18 year-olds can do such things

The basic idea of

lowering the
become, as one
it, "just like

get drafted, and get
tried in adult courts, it can be

voting

considered

Motherhood. You can't oppose
it." Over 70 Senators, including

as

marry,

violation

a

of

the

equal protection clause of the
14th amendment for them not
be able to vote. Under the

to

House of

minimum

a

land-grab, for

Chances To Lower Voting Age Seem Slim

constitutional
amendment
to
allow 18 year olds to vote are
considered slim.
This is the view of most
observers here despite the Senate

with

moved

18 YEAR OLDS WANT TO VOTE,

By FLOYD NORRIS
College Press Service
(CPS)-The voting age will not
be lowered by legislation in the
current session of Congress, and
chances
for
passing a

very

compensation, the decimation of
the
Indian
population to
scarcely more than one-third its
original size, and the developing
of a rationalizing prejudice that

or

Few

which

often

lands

treated

were

view

prevailed, it was
different from the
opinion of others who moved
individually among the Indians.
Simpson and Yinger explain that
dead Indian."
while there were "...qualifica¬
Though this view was that of tions and
exceptions* and
the farmer-settler and was the ambivalent feelings, they were
never
enough to prevent the
continuing seizure of Indian

left to starve.
AS
Sociologists
George
Simpson and Milton Yinger have
noted, "As colonists became
more
numerous
and began to
press deeper into the Indians'
lands, sharp conflicts inevitably

decided

the

Rights At Alcatraz

colonizing what is today the
United
States, Indian tribes
throughout the country were
forced off their lands, tens of
thousands were slaughtered, and

arose.

disestablish

humanitarian

encouraged, no doubt,
by the fact that it cost a bundle
to operate-everyone seemed to
think it was a good idea. From
March 21, 1963 when the last
prisoners left the rock, the island
was
nothing more than an

were
serving sentences which
generally exceeded their life
expectancies.
When the Justice Department

to
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Morgan decision, Congress is
given wide powers to detremine
what
practices violate that
clause.

Opponents

and

proponents

both
raised
the
specter of
student riots in support of their

Supporters argued
that 18 year-olds need to be
given "a part of the action," and
would be less likely to resort to
violence if they could vote.
arguments.

age has
Senator
put

Judiciary
joined in
co-sponsoring a Constitutional
amendment
to
drop the
minimum age to eighteen. But
such support is not very strong,

a

of

majority

Committee

the

have

and
the
constitutional
amendment may never emerge
from the Judiciary Committee.

"We've got sentiment, but not
much action," said Mansfield. "I
don't think the amendment will
ever reach the floor."
The amendment would have
to
be
passed by two-thirds

Senate discusses

majorities of both houses, and
then ratified by three-fourths of

constitutionality of

the states. If
Senate
floor,

18 year

declared unconstitutional after
18 year-olds had voted in the
1972 presidential election. "No
see

can

frustration
said.

(D-Ala.),
opposition,
what
have

would
a

what

their

might lead to," he

Senator

near

who

reaches

it

will

James

Allen

lead

the

thought he knew
happen. "You'd
revolution

in this

We're

the American Dream.
The automobile is
for sixty per cent

responsible
of the air
pollution in the United States
(Environment
Magazine,
October
1969). The internal
combustion engine is a grossly

ineffecient machine. At best it
uses

25%

of

the

energy

for

combustion

of

mechanical

power, the remaindej is given
heat. The next time you

as

off
put

four dollars worth of gas in your
tank consider the fact that only
one dollar's worth of that gas is

being used to drive

your car,

three

dollar's

merely heating

worth

up your

is

engine

and the air around it. Of course
the oil companies and state
are still collecting
those three dollars.
The
internal
combustion

government

engine liberates various poisions
as by-products of the burning of
gasoline. Some of the more
familiar

ones

are:

carbon

hydrocarbons,
oxides and lead. In
government spent 3.2

monoxide,

nitrogen

1967 the
million dollars on research on
emission
controls
for
the
internal combustion engine and

only $115,000 on research for
low-emission alternatives to it. A
clear-cut case of treating the
symptoms, but not the disease.
There are engines in existence
now which emit a tiny fraction
the noxious material which
released by even a controlled
internal
combustion
engine.
Their engines are of two general

of

are

types: steam and electrical.
The electric engine is no real
solution to the problem since
the
power
to charge these
batteries must be produced at a

generating plant which produces
the pollution instead of leqving
it for the engine to produce.
Also the electric engine emits
significant amounts of Ozone, a
dangerous pollutant in its own
right.
The steam engines pioneered
by William Lear seem to be the
bright spot in the future of
cleam
air.
They are a vast
improvement of the old Stanly
Steamer type of engine which
was actually quite a good engine.

the

the

almost

Bill

Passed

Mass

Judiciary Committee, and he's
been killing such amendments

Forbidding

Citizens

From

years.

Committee
lost
votes
sentiment
in

lowering

chairmen

before,
the

the voting

have

and

House
age

were

strong enough, Celler might lose
this

one.

But

the

odds

are

against it.
voting

age

almost

lowering

zero, some

supporters questioned whether it

half the men who have been
killed in Vietnam were under 21,
and unable to vote. Speaking of
those who are drafted at 18,

said

was

(CPS)-In a vote all but
ignored by the commercial press,

many of them men of draft age.
The bill was aimed at the current

of

U.S. war making in Vietnam and
Laos
and
possible similar
conflicts in the future.
The
Massachusetts
bill is

the

With the chances for
the

Fighting Undeclared Wars

if
for

country," said Allen.
Supporters pointed out that
over

of

polish machinery driven by the
most
perfect
internal
combustion engine that man has
learned to build; four hundred
cubic inches of throbbing sexual
adaquacy, a steel and plastic
embodyment
of America's
achievements. We can go 125
miles per hour if we want to!
Think
of
the
danger, the
excitement! Anybody who can
afford dollar a pound for a
two-ton
Lump of steel and
chrome can lead the "good life",
can "move up", be a "swinger",
or get a "piece of action" -it's

pass, but its chances in
the House are slim.
If passed by the Senate, it
would be referred to Celler's

for

form

riding in their
driving the latest

detroit creation for the insecure
American male. 5000 pounds of

certainly

old vote

Senator Hugh Scott (R-Pa.),
opposing the bill, asked what
would happen if the law were

one

it

car).

favorite
was

other

that big a thing. "Afterall,"
one
Senate
aide,
"18

year-olds have been voting for
years in Georgia, and they've got
Lester Maddox."

Massachusetts

House

Representatives has passed a bill
forbidding its citizens from
fighting in undeclared wars of
the U.S. government.
The decision was
an

ovation

from

greeted by
the

House

gallery
which
was
filled
primarily with young persons,

expected to be tested before the
U.S. Supreme Court. States have
passed similar bills several times
in the past, but they have not
held up in court tests.
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SERIES

Application Of Professor Grading Disscussed
By Joseph Fioravanti

are

Student-sponsored faculty and course evaluations
now standard procedure in many colleges and

universities
At City

across

the land. Let's take a look at

College, in New York City, a stud^entevaluation handbook is issued twice a year, in the
fall and at the outset of the spring term. In Janu¬
ary of this year students planning to register were
given a copy of the handbook. While shopping in the
academic supermarket, seeking the most value for
their dollar, these students read that 101 faculty
members were cited for consistently high ratings
ranking them among "the most outstanding in over¬
all teaching quality..." while 37 others were given

one.

a
flat "no recommendation." Included in this
flunk-list were five full professors, four associate

professors and four assistant professors. A followup check revealed that several untenured teachers
on the list were notified by City College that they
would not be reappointed. Who said the "system" is
unresponsive?
While the City College Survey was in progress
last spring, each student was asked to fill out a
questionnaire and comment on the following items:

other dogs after a mechanical hare which seems
within reach and which ultimately eludes you; then,

the finish line, the hare is just as
ever—you'll never get to
glossy vinyl skin!

when you cross

remote an inaccessible as

bite that

Such an instructor is so encumbered with timeschedules and formal routines of procedure that he
seldom encourages student visitations. In some
an overexaggerated sense of scholarly "pri¬
vilege" isolates him from a better understanding of
the particular needs of the individuals under his
charge. A major part of any instructor's basic edu¬
cation ought to be compulsory rap-sessions with
individual students; a concerned teacher won't have
to be compelled—he'll seek out the students or
they'll know how to reach him when the need arises; the absentee-teacher who refuses to get in¬
volved ought to be made to attend a sensitivity
session at the very least!
cases

organization, teacher's encouragement to
thought, his tolerance of disagreement,
his ability to explain course material. The informa¬
tion was collated and fed into a computer and pub¬
course

stimulate

lished in the student handbook. In the Foreword to
the handbook Neil Rand, educational affairs vice-

president of the Student Senate, wrote that faculty
response to the survey "already promises to bene¬
fit the college—It is hoped that many will respond
to their individual ratings by re-examining their
teaching methods or changing their course content

itself was organized by a nine-mem¬
student-faculty committee appointed by the
Student Senate and delegated with the task of set¬
ting up groundrules and conducting the poll.
Predictably several disgruntled members of the
faculty voiced objection to the fairness of the re¬
The survey

ber

ty committee that conducted the survey, had a dif¬
ferent reaction. "There's this certain defensive

teachers who find the whole thing
disagreeable," he said. Then added: "We try to
say the ratings are invalid or tendentious or reward
for certain gains or losses. But students in the
main, I think, are reasonably good judges."
Okay, now what about Delhi? After giving it
some thought I came up with three basic criteria

folklore among

with which to evaluate a teacher's performance.
Let's take a look at each of these:
ACCESSIBILITY
Most of

us

have had teachers who were clock¬

gentle¬
in the
ring: sitting in the corner until the bell rings, come
out slugging, collapse in your chair after the buz¬
zer, disappear in the shadows when the bout is
over. If I may be permitted one more athletic meta¬
phor, attending one of their classes is like partici¬
pating in a dog-race: once the gong sounds and they
open the gate, you're racing in competition with

watchers and time-servers. It seems these
men
interpret their jobs as prizefighters

FAIRNESS

professional educator, beyond all other con¬
siderations, should be tolerant of individual differ¬
ences. He shouldn't inflict his own prejudices on
others and then insist on a one-sided approach to a
crowded intersection named Truth. He should toler¬
A

ate conflicting views, even when such views may
challenge his own cherished beliefs, in the spirit
of intellectual objectivity in order to encourage stu¬
dent involvement and more active participation in
the course. Students who periodically speak out or
sound off shouldn't be punished ofr violating middle
class rules of etiquette; when a student is "wrong",
he must be shown that his reasoning is in erroreven tactless and insufferable boors have been kn¬
own to be right on occasion. A teacher who puts ex¬
cessive emphasis on "surface" values: short hair,
clean shirt and tie, polished shoes, civil tongue
clean teeth, perfumed armpits, proper deportmentthen runs a considerable risk of justly earning the
contempt of those students who wish to be treated
asintelligent young-adults instead of pale imitations

of

where deficiencies are indicated."

sults. Samuel Middlebrook, associate dean of curricular guidance and a member of the student-facul¬

and sensitivities in generous amounts in an atmos¬
phere of mutual trust and respect-maybe "love" is
too frightening a word. Another asset would be the
element of "spontaneity", whereby the instructor
(because he is well-prepared) can discard his
crutches-daily lecture-notes, chapters in the holy
text, blah-blah-blah—and proceed to liven up the
session through the direct participation of his
pupils in a logrolling dance of ideas.

Mr. Fioravanti poses as

Editor of article

COMMUNICATION
A

professional educator is not only presemed to
within his own
also effectively
share his perceptions, attitudes, values and in¬
sights with his students in direct, uncoercive ways.
If learning could be made more "personally invol¬
ving" (and why not!), then the student-not the
teacher-should supply the necessary muscle and
motivation; this rules out cheap tricks and gim¬
micks like daily quizzes just to make sure the
lazy bastards do their assigned reading.

be competent and knowledgeable
academic discipline, but he must

Teachers should not invest themselves with the
of divine oracles, high priests of esoteric
intellectual bullies, subject-oriented cops.
The
system of rewards-and-punishments is a
tainted and vastly over-rated educational concept
on today's campus. Tied in with this Model-T ap¬
proach to education is the grading system; sooner
or later this score-card will have to be replaced
with a more accurate and honest system of pupil
evaluation. In the meantime the competent instruc¬
tor should try to arouse the interest and curiosity
of his classes by communicating his natural skills

robes

lore,

finishing-school marionettes. A teacher further

compromises his professional standing when he co¬
mmits the fundamental heresy of thinking in "stereo¬
types": all hippies are bad, all blacks want to take
over, all polite kids are nice. However obnoxious
some students get—and this runs the gamut from the
chronically late arrival to class to the clown who
feels compelled to challenge every utterance in class-the instructor must finally evaluate each stud¬
ent's contribution strictly on the basis of perform¬
ance; he shouldn't use the final grade as the ultima¬
te weapon in order to stifle legitimate and construc¬
tive dissent and in order to settle old scores.
Perhaps some of you readers can come up with a
few more basic criteria. Perhaps you ought to begin
on a modest basic; in time, after the system has been
in operation, you can make the necessary adjustment
to eliminate inequities.
The primary need right now is for someone to or¬
ganize this thing. It could be set-up by a volunteer
student-committee which would be responsible for
setting up the groundrules, administering the ques¬
tionnaires, checking and publishing the results. Su¬
ch a committee would have the responsibility for
guaranteeing the fairness of the poll. It would dete¬
rmine the specfic rules for conducting the courseevaluation and teacher-ratings. It would consider all
suggestions from students, faculty and interested
observers and then make the final judgment on how
best to handle the operation. With enough student
interest and support, this could be a major innovation
here on the Delhi campus, a major breakthrough as
we try ot upgrade the quality of instruction here in
alma mater. Who knows, it might even work!
Joseph Fioravanti

Be Sure To Watch Libra For Future

Developments In A Grading System For Teachers
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Delhi Baseball Team Prepares For The Season
Honors Awarded

STEVE ON SPORTS

The

Pirates Rule Intermurals

Wrestling Team

By Steve Tilzer

—

With the

Rod Marchewka,
Jim Bird, Warner

Thursday night, March
19, the Pirates clinched the
intramural
wrestling and
basketball championships.
In basketball, the Pirates
finished the

season

with

a

being beaten only
by a strong Gringo Pig team.
The clinching victory came
at the hands of the faculty
with
the Pirates winning

ert

Reig

ors

season.

Robbie Waller made the
first
team
All
American

In wrestling, the Pirates
placed seven winners. Lou

Squad and Roger Ingalls
making the second All Amer¬

Schwartz at 118, Chuck Dw-

ican team.

126, Wally MacAlpine
at 142, John Kenny at 158,
Yogi Lolly at 177, Tim Mil¬

Delhi placed five memb¬
on the State University
Junior College Conference
first team. These players in¬
cluded Dale Graham, Jim

ler at 190 and Cosmo Rich¬
ards at

heavyweight.

ers

McCloe, Mike Waller, Robbie

Jim Cuac ken hush,

Waller and Roger Ingalls.
Not to be overlooked were
the

honors paid to

outstanding

Delhi's
coach. Coach

Jones was selected as the
head referee at the NAIA

Wrestling Meets for the 8th
straight year. Coach Jones
was

also selected to offici¬

ate the National AAU Tour¬
nament held in

Lincoln Neb¬

raska in April.

ANNOUNCING
THE DEADLINE

FOR ALL CANDIDATES
Snowball Season To Be Just A

Memory

WISHING TO

SUBMIT ARTICLES

DELHI CANDY SHOPPE
We

Use

Our

FOR PUBLICATION IS

Own

HOME MADE ICE CREAM

April 7th

For the Finest Answer
To Sweet Tooth Satisfaction,

ji

Stop Down and Pay Us

rWri
I 14 Main St.. Delhi

-You won't regret

-

Ph: 746-9956

a

at 7:30 AM

Visit.

it-

100 Main St., Delhi

rece¬

Cazzie

by

Jr.,

Ph: 746-2293

many awards and hon¬
for
their outstanding

coached
Hutchinson.

yer at

68-59. Members of the team
included Marvin Terry, Rob¬

iving

Frank Bovee,

season

and Robbie Waller. The team
was

7-1 record-

Yogi Lolly,
Ungerwitter

wrestling

the team is still

over,

On

Delhi Paint & Paper Store

IN THE

LIBRA OFFICE

BENJAMIN MOORE PAINTS

rRUMBACHER
BRUSHES

•

COLORS

ARTISTS' MATERIAL

& VARNISHES

AND ALL YOUR PAINT
SUPPLY NEEDS.

